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About This Game

Travel back in time and reconstruct the world chronology in Twisted Worlds. Explore whimsical hidden object locations in two
dimensions and save the day!

Features:

The most extraordinary hidden object casual game!

Unparalleled time travel to save the world

Breathtaking cutscenes, animations and HOS visuals

Real and magic worlds to explore

A must for sci-fi geeks, history buffs and hidden object games fans!

A cast of mysterious creatures to guide you

Over 20 changing locations to explore in two worlds

Over 10 Hidden Object modes for devoted finding games fans
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Over 2000 tasks which disclose true historical events and forecasts for the future

Unique mechanics of crafting boosters from the found ingredients

Over 1100 days of gameplay for mystery games geeks

An unknown event dated back at the turn of the common era affected the timeline and caused the two worlds collide.
Now you must start the time machine and find hidden objects associated with the core events of the passed years to
reconstruct the world chronology. Beware! The brink between the two worlds has become too vague, so, no one could
predict what reality you end up at your next time leap. Any seek-and-find location may appear in its true or mystic
perspective, while the item list is presented as either letters, numbers or symbols. Cleverly hidden on the scene, they are
scattered randomly each time you enter the location, providing limitless i-spy experience.

As you journey to the past, you will collect souvenirs from each year you come to be in order to complete different tasks
and earn experience points. As you progress through the storyline, you will witness the development of the modern
civilization in its various aspects – science, technology, philosophy, politics, art and more. Each collection you complete
displays the evolution of a particular instrument of human culture and make an assumption of its further advance.

It’s time for the quest of your life! Find yourself in a twisted reality, search for hidden symbols, decipher the meaning of
the secret numbers and open the gate to the future in this breathtaking sci-fi adventure game!
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Title: Twisted Worlds
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Publisher:
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Don't play this. No zombies and borring
. Another one of those sadly underrated games.

Cloudborn is genuinely wonderfull, with a setting very similar to Windland : stylised but consistent ruins, canyons and floating
rocks. The stylised art, beside looking great, has the added bonus of being easy on the GPU, which means that framerates are
constantly good.
Gameplaywise it falls definitely in the exploratory platformer category, with most of the movement done by free climbing and
hanging to vines. The mechanics and the gameplay are solid and fun. The levels have a defined start and end, but the path in
itself is not predetermined (within reason:)

Highly recommended if like games like Climbey or The Climb.
. 10\/10

Going to rewatch Antz now.. Fritz for Fun 13 is the best chess program I have played. Prior to this I played fritz 5.32 as white
and Windows chess as black. In friend mode the program is quite sharp without being impossible. I've only played 3 games so
far and each of them was very instructive. Fritz pushes the margin and makes you think. It doesn't play mechanically where you
have to survive 20 moves then it makes an obvious blunder. It plays a full game and not a gauntlet you have to survive through.
The 3d chess pieces and manual board orientation offers the perfect viewing angle as if you yourself were leaning over a chess
board pondering.

It offers a lot of tools for practice and such but I play chess for fun and am not too critical. The evaluation profile window and
the main engine window with the control board are staples of fritz for reviewing your games to see how you did. For positions
where you don't understand why the computer uses the line it does in the main engine window you can use the analysis options
to analyse a given position and it will show the branches saying why this and that doesn't work.

The only downside to Fritz for Fun 13 is it only supports one core. The only real downside to that is you can't use the 8 core
Houdini engine to evaluate an opening in great depth and see what works and what doesn't(This is assuming you know the basic
openings e.g. kings gambit declined, pirc, english, dutch ect.). You can get around that however by downloading the Arena GUI
and running 8 core houdini from that.

Conclusion: Perfect game if you like playing chess for fun; this is to say you play to match your wits against the computer and
not to memorize chess databases and pantomime.

After playing 13 games against the engine I found the friend mode to be too soft compared with fritz 5.32. You can blunder
your way through a game and still win. With 5.32 I've played about 500 games and win on average 1 in 5. With fritz 13 I've
played 13 games and have won 4 and lost 1. The longest time spent on one move might be 5 minutes. Longest game might be 20
minutes. I've played 50 minute games against 5.32 because it creates more difficult positions and if you make a single mistake
you lose unless you are better than the base engine which I am not. Also it seems the fritz 13 engine has disappeared entirely. I
only have the option to use the fritz 6 engine. The only way I have been able to get it back is to do a second install with the setup
file which spreads files across multiple hard-drives.

I played another game against fritz and lost my queen at the beginning of the game and was down -6 and still managed to end up
with a draw. I think I was even +3 eventually. I played another game where I had hanging pieces(trying out a new chess set) and
the computer didn't capture them. Brutally obvious captures on the control board the computer ignores.

Aside from the generosity of fritz there is one particular position that I have difficulty playing against computers and that is
roaming queen positions. e.g. Rook, minor piece, 2 pawns vs a queen with other pawns on the board. It's difficult simply
because of the number of moves a queen can make on an open board and the computer calculates them all instantly. e.g. move 1
it can make five viable moves. Move two it can make 5 viable moves from each of its previous 5 viable moves. Continuing with
induction by move 4 there is 625 move combinations(identifying the permutations is labor intensive). Harmonizing pieces and
taking advantage of the fact the queen can't be traded still results in a difficult position where one of 625 possible positions
being a fork can result in a loss. There is no end game exercise for this.. Siegecraft Commander is an interesting take on the
RTS form, where instead of constructing buildings to spawn units which you would then micro, you are managing a variety of
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structures. First is your Keep, which is your home - losing it means a loss. From here you can spawn a variety of buildings, such
as Outposts, a sort of cannon-fodder structure used to rapidly expand your base, Garrisons, which can spawn unit-
spawning buildings as well as repair utilities, and the Armory, which is used to build offensive structures.

One of the important things to note is that many towers you build will not automatically fire. There is skill involved in
gauging distances, including taking into account terrain and spell modifiers, when firing your cannons, trebuchets, and
the like. If you are able to out-aim your opponent, you are likely going to be able to get away with some crazy strategies.

So far I have played through the Lizard campaign, save for the last level in it. Each campaign is 8 levels long. The levels
can take anywhere from ten minutes to fifty, depending on how well you are performing. There is a significant ramp-
up in difficulty as the game progresses, but I didn't mind this since I felt the first levels were rather easy (though
rightfully so, being introductory).

I would certainly recommend this game for fans of the RTS genre, as long as it is acknowledged going in that this will
not be a typical RTS in terms of managing units. There is plenty of strategy to be had, however, and I'm excited to get
into the multiplayer for games at a skill above what the campaign AI can provide.

The game appears to have VR support, though I do not own a Vive, etc. with which to test the quality of the VR version
of the game. I can say that the mechanics do seem like they would support a VR experience well, so I would be
interested in seeing it played that way.

If you are interested in seeing the game played at an introductory level to get a gist of how things work, I would
recommend the Outside Xbox let's play, it was how I found out about the game, and while it might not be the highest level
gameplay, it will certainly help you understand the basics.

Edit 2017-01-17: I've just finished both campaigns, and while they were enjoyable overall, I do think that they leave you
wanting more, especially in terms of story. The ending of each campaign feels somewhat abrupt, despite how grand the final
levels are.
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Straight up, let me say that I am neither a very "politically correct" nor "humanistic" person...so my review of this game is liable
to read a little differently to some of the other "positive" reviews on this Store page. Truth is, I'm a borderline misanthrope who,
given a choice between saving the rest of nature and saving "us", would happily herd us all into the great Dog Food Factory in
the Sky. We really are, on the whole, a grubby and nasty little species who are probably fully deserving of a nice, big meteor in
the face some time in the next few decades or so. Having said that, there are people who I love very dearly, and for whom I will
no doubt feel at least a twinge of sadness for if and when they pass on; and \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 it, beyond all my
smarmy cynicism and cold, rational analysis of us from a purely anthropological perspective, when all is said and done, I AM
STILL HUMAN.

  And I'll be darned if this tiny little twelve-minute \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665-turd of a game didn't almost make me cry.

  But hey, I've caught a lot of flack lately for going off-topic and not just sticking to the nitty-gritty of "reviewing a game", so in
the interests of being pragmatic...yes, it's super-short, yes, it has virtually no "gameplay" to speak of, and yes, it can be "beaten"
by even the most unskilled of gamers. Hell, even your grandma can probably get to the end of this one. Having said that, if any
of you people are still buying so-called "walking simulators" expecting anything BUT what I've just described, then you really
are a bunch of wretched, unsalvageable \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665-WITS, aren't you?

  Ooops, a tiny bit of my misanthropy crept in there again. Sorry about that.

  In my opinion, this "game" does what it sets out to do exceptionally well, and as I've possibly alluded to above, can potentially
touch the heart of even stone-hearted mother-\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ers like my dear self. Sure, it's not TIMEframe - a
"game" which genuinely makes an apocalypse into a thing of true beauty - but it's really quite affecting for the short time it
plays out, provided you're open to such things. If you're not - and believe me, I bought this game actually looking FORWARD
to writing a damning, hateful review - then really, you may as well save your fifty cents or dollar and go find some other cheap
game where you can blow\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665up. Me, I like to stop killing things every now and then to
stop and smell the flowers...or failing that, the "napalm in the morning", if more applicable.

  If there's one thing I actually DO like about humanity, it's art, and the limitless possibilities therein. This "game" is but one
example. Take it for what it is, or leave it be. Oh, and Merry Christmas to one and all...me, I'm spending most of it alone, but
that's just the kinda Scrooge I am. But I wish you all the best just the same, and if that mighty meteor DOES hit, I at least hope
it's quick and painless for us all. Peace on earth and goodwill to all men (and all that
good\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.

Verdict: 7.5\/10.. Once you enter this game, you are forced to watch an interlude and you are not able to open the menu(you are
not even told about the keyboard settings), change the sound level(they are very noisy on default), man this is 2019, how can a
game be made like that? I just want to change the game into windowed mode and lower the sound then enjoy it!. This DLC does
not work with me :(. This is a really nice route i cannot deny. It has everything you want for an american commuter route. But
lets look at the pros and cons first

PROS:
Detail is amazing
Many different stations if you enjoy commuter workings.
Fcae paced
Simple but enjoyable scenarios
2 GP38-2 Liveries
The only source of BNSF left avaliable to the UK
Large Branch Line
CAB CAR!!!

CONS:
Comes with a boring F40
A bit conusing when making scenarios
Laggy

In total i think this is a decent route. I will rate it
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. I am no Sherlock Holmes !

This is one of the earliest games in Sherlock Holmes series by Frogwares, and it shows its age.

Positive
+ It's a Sherlock Holmes game

Negative
- Story is overcomplicated, too many things, too many people, too many clues. And the game doesn't have a good system to
track everything together.
- Gameplay elements are inconsistent. Sometimes actions require you to click on an object in the gameworld, sometimes you
need to click the same object in inventory, or drag-and-drop two objects on top of each other, sometimes you need to use
magnifying glass, sometimes you don't. It's a bit confusing.
- Crashes - There are few places that cause the game to crash consistently, loosing all your progress since the last save.
- Spot the dot - In some areas you literally need to find one small spec in one big room.
- Font in messages\/books is unreadable !

Overall, there isn't really anything special about this, I would suggest trying newer games in the series, they are much more
streamlined.
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